The cone-driven visual system is able to regulate its sensitivity effectively from twilight to bright sunlight. On the basis of a novel combination of short-wavelength-sensitive (S-) cone measurements of temporal sensitivity and temporal delay, we show that S-cone light adaptation is achieved not only by trading unwanted sensitivity for speed but also by an additional process that counterintuitively increases the overall sensitivity as the light level rises. Our results are consistent with comparable middle-wavelength-sensitive (M-) cone measurements made in protanopic observers and can be accounted for by the same two-parameter model developed to account for the M-cone data (A. Stockman, M. Langendörfer, H. E. Smithson, & L. T. Sharpe, 2006). Each stage of the model can be linked to molecular mechanisms occurring within the photoreceptor: the speeding up to increases in the rates of decay of active and messenger molecules, the unexpected sensitivity increases to increased rates of molecular resynthesis and changes in channel sensitivity, and the sensitivity decreases to bleaching. Together, these mechanisms act to maintain vision in an optimal operating range and to protect it from overload.
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Introduction

The human cone visual system is able to operate over a range of $10^8$ environmental light levels despite the much more limited response range of constituent neurons in the visual pathway. The process by which it achieves this is known as light adaptation. Below bleaching levels, the principal mechanism of cone light adaptation is the speeding up of the visual response and the concomitant shortening of the visual integration time with increasing light level so that observers become relatively more sensitive to flicker of higher temporal frequencies under brighter conditions. These sensitivity changes are readily apparent in temporal modulation threshold data, which are frequently used to model human cone light adaptation (e.g., De Lange, 1958, 1961; Green, 1968; Kelly, 1961, 1974; Matin, 1968; Sperling & Sondhi, 1968; Tranchina, Gordon, & Shapley, 1984; Watson, 1986). Modulation sensitivity data, however, provide only a partial picture of the effects of light adaptation. A more complete picture requires knowledge of the accompanying reductions in visual delay (e.g., Cavonius & Estévez, 1980; Lit, 1949; Pulfrich, 1922; Rock & Fox, 1949; Wilson & Anstis, 1969).

In this work, we combine modulation sensitivity with phase delay measurements for conditions under which detection is mediated by the short-wavelength-sensitive (S-) cones. This work complements and extends our previous work, in which we measured the adaptation-dependent changes in sensitivity and phase delay for detection mediated by the middle-wavelength-sensitive (M-) cones (Stockman, Langendörfer, Smithson, & Sharpe, 2006). For the M-cone measurements, we found that the adaptional changes could be explained by a simple model that requires just two adaptation-dependent parameters to account qualitatively for the effects of light adaptation over 5 log units of intensity: one that controls the speed of the response and the other that controls the overall sensitivity. Surprisingly, however, increases in light level below bleaching levels cause increases in overall sensitivity, which oppose the sensitivity losses due to the shortening integration time. From a psychophysical or systems perspective, such increases seem counter-intuitive because the primary requirement of light adaptation is to decrease the sensitivity of the visual system to increasingly intense lights. The need for sensitivity increases becomes clear, however, when the perspective is changed to the molecular level: They reflect essential processes that restore depleted messenger molecules and increase the availability of limited ion channels. Without these processes, the visual response would quickly saturate as the molecules or channels run out (see the Discussion section). Here, we extend our measurements...
and test our model under conditions that isolate the S-cone response.

For the previous M-cone measurements, we used protanopes, who lack long-wavelength-sensitive (L-) cones, so that we could measure the isolated M-cone response over an extended range of intensity levels (alternatively, we could have used deuteranopes and measured the L-cone response). In addition, we measured phase delays binocularly so that we could independently manipulate the level of M-cone adaptation in both eyes. S-cone measurements are inherently more straightforward. Thanks to the substantial spectral sensitivity differences between the S-cones and the other cones, the isolated S-cone response can be monitored over an extended range of S-cone adaptation levels in normal trichromatic observers simply by presenting the S-cone target on a very intense long-wavelength adapting background. Such a background not only suppresses the M- and L-cones so that the S-cone response can be isolated but also keeps the adaptive states of the M- and L-cones constant as that of the S-cones is varied. Consequently, the delay of the S-cones can be measured relative to that of the L- or M-cones in the same eye. The downside of monitoring the S-cone response on an intense long-wavelength field is that it saturates at moderate adaptation levels, which restricts the measurements to an approximately 3.3 log unit range.

Compared with the other cones, S-cone temporal modulation sensitivity is relatively impoverished at higher temporal frequencies (e.g., Green, 1969; Kelly, 1974; Stockman, MacLeod, & DePriest, 1991; Wisowaty & Boynton, 1980) but less so when the S-cone signal is detected via the luminance or achromatic pathway (Stockman et al., 1991; Stockman, MacLeod, & Lebrun, 1993). The existence of this S-cone input to luminance has been contentious, but it now seems clear that the S-cones do make a small luminance contribution when the S-cone response is enhanced (relative to the responses of the L- and M-cones) by intense long-wavelength adaptation (Lee & Stromeyer, 1989; Stockman, MacLeod, & DePriest, 1987, 1991). Indeed, the phase measurements reported here depend crucially on the S-cone signal behaving like a luminance signal because our technique requires the S-cone signal to flicker photometrically cancel M- or L-cone signals (i.e., for the different cone signals to interfere destructively). S-cone phase delays measured in this way before have revealed that the S-cone signal is inverted in sign with respect to the M- and L-cone signals so that it must be in-phase with them to cancel them at very low frequencies (Lee & Stromeyer, 1989; Stockman et al., 1987, 1991).

Our combined modulation sensitivity and phase delay data for S-cone-detected stimuli allow us to model the light adaptation of an isolated cone system over a substantial intensity range in normal trichromatic observers. Moreover, they confirm our previous M-cone data and model, based on measurements in protanopic observers.

**Methods**

**Subjects**

Three male subjects, A.S., M.L., and L.T.S., served as observers in these experiments. M.L. is protanopic when tested with a standard (2.5° visual diameter viewing field) Nagel Type I anomaloscope (i.e., he could match spectral lights in the red–green range by adjusting only the relative intensities of the lights). Molecular genetic analyses reveal that he has two genes in the opsin gene array on his X chromosome that produce photopigments with essentially identical spectral sensitivities (Sharpe et al., 1998). A.S. and L.T.S. are phenotypically and genotypically color normal. Both have a normal M-cone gene with the alanine polymorphic variant at position 180 and a normal L-cone gene with the serine variant at position 180 (Sharpe, Stockman, Jagla, & Jägle, 2005).

**Apparatus**

A conventional Maxwellian-view optical system with a 2-mm entrance pupil illuminated by a 75-W Xe and a 100-W Hg arc lamp was used for these experiments. Wavelengths were selected using interference filters with full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) bandwidths of between 7 and 11 nm (Ealing or Oriel) or Jobin-Yvon H-10 monochromators with 0.5-mm slits, the spectral outputs of which were a triangular function of wavelength with FWHM bandwidths of 4 nm. The radiance of each beam could be controlled by the insertion of fixed neutral density filters (Oriel) or by the rotation of circular, variable neutral density filters (Rolyon Optics). Sinusoidal modulation was produced by the pulse-width modulation of fast, liquid crystal light shutters (Displaytech) at a carrier frequency of 400 Hz (which is much too fast to be resolved so that subjects saw only the sinusoidal intensity variation produced by the pulse-width modulation). Each shutter had rise and fall times of less than 50 μs and could produce sinusoidal modulations from 0% to 92%.

**Calibration**

The radiant fluxes of the test and adapting fields were measured daily at the plane of the observer’s entrance pupil with a radiometer (Graseby Electronics), which had been cross-calibrated with comparable devices traceable to U.S. and German national standards. Interference filters were spectrally calibrated in situ with a spectroradiometer (Gamma Scientific).
Experimental conditions

Modulation sensitivity measurements

Modulation sensitivities were measured monocularly. A 4°-diameter, 440-nm target was superimposed in the center of a larger, 9°-diameter background of 620 nm and 12.00 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\) (M.L. and A.S.) or of 610 nm and 12.00 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\) (L.T.S.). These combinations of target and background wavelengths were chosen to ensure that the 440-nm flicker was detected by the S-cones (as has been demonstrated in several previous publications; Stockman et al., 1991, 1993; Stockman & Plummer, 1998). The target was varied from 6.80 to 10.30 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\), as noted in the keys of the figures shown below. These values are time averaged. The values in the keys in brackets give the combined effect on the S-cones (in terms of equivalent 440-nm quanta) of the orange background and the S-cone flicker. The central feature of these experiments is that the orange background is intense enough to hold the adaptive states of the M- and L-cones approximately constant as the radiance of the 440-nm target is varied, which itself has little or no direct effect on the M- or L-cones. Changes in S-cone sensitivity and phase should, thus, primarily reflect the effects of changes in S-cone excitation.

Monocular phase lag measurements

For these experiments, the S-cone target and the background field were identical to those used to measure modulation sensitivities: A 4°-diameter, 440-nm target was superimposed in the center of a larger, 9°-diameter, 610- or 620-nm background. In addition, a second 4°-diameter target of 600 nm and 11.36 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\) (M.L.) or of 610 nm and 10.66 (A.S.) or 10.77 (L.T.S.) log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\) was superimposed on the 440-nm target, which excited only the M- or the L-cones. The differences between these targets reflect sensitivity differences between the observers: M.L. lacks L-cones—so that a shorter wavelength and brighter target was needed for the reference flicker to be visible at 25–30 Hz—and A.S. was slightly more sensitive than L.T.S. For the phase measurements, one modulated target excited S-cones, whereas the other excited M-cones, L-cones, or both.

Binocular phase lag measurements

For these experiments, carried out only on observer L.T.S., the target and field stimuli were identical to those used to measure modulation sensitivities, but they were presented to both left and right eyes. In each eye, a 4°-diameter, 440-nm target was superimposed in the center of a larger, 9°-diameter, 610-nm background. The levels of the 440-nm target in the right eye were varied in the same way as in the monocular measurements. The level of the 440-nm target in the left (reference) eye was fixed at 8.80 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\).

Experimental procedures

Subjects interacted with the computer-controlled Maxwellian-view optical system by means of an eight-button keypad and received instructions and information from the computer by means of tones and a voice synthesizer. The observers light-adapted to the target and adapting fields for at least 3 min prior to any data collection. Temporal frequencies were presented in 2.5-Hz steps.

Modulation threshold measurements

Modulation sensitivities were measured by the method of adjustment. Modulation, which is defined as \((I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}})/(I_{\text{max}} + I_{\text{min}})\) in terms of S-cone excitation. Relative cone excitations were calculated using the Stockman and Sharpe (2000) cone spectral sensitivities. An alternative way of defining threshold is in terms of the flicker amplitude, which is simply the difference between \(I_{\text{max}}\) and \(I_{\text{min}}\). Amplitudes are given below in units of log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\) at 440 nm.

The subject was presented with the flickering stimulus and was asked to adjust its modulation until the flicker appeared just at threshold to determine modulation sensitivity. Only the modulation of the 440-nm target was varied; the 610-nm background remained steady. On a single run, three threshold settings were made at each temporal frequency. The data are averaged from four separate runs.

Phase lag measurements

Phase lags were measured using an extension of flicker photometry, in which the subject was instructed to vary the relative phase as well as the modulation of the two targets to abolish or minimize the subjective flicker. By pressing keys, the subject could advance or retard the phase. If the null covered an extended range of phase delays, which was usually the case if one of the two signals was weak, subjects were instructed to set the middle of the range. Three phase settings were made at each temporal frequency in a single experimental run. At least four separate experimental runs were carried out for each condition.

The principle behind using phase adjustments to measure relative perceptual delays is illustrated in Figure 2 of Stockman et al. (2006). Flicker interactions between S-cone and M- or L-cone flicker can sometimes be detected even when the S-cone flicker is itself below modulation...
Results

S-cone modulation sensitivities

The bottom left panels of Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the S-cone modulation sensitivity curves for A.S., L.T.S., and M.L., respectively. For each subject, increasing the adaptation level from the lowest level up to approximately 9.30 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\) causes a relative increase in the sensitivity to higher frequencies and, thus, a broadening of the functions. Between approximately 9.30 and 9.80 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\), the improvements for A.S. and M.L. are modest, but some larger improvement occurs for L.T.S. Thereafter, the S-cone system saturates so that at the highest level of 10.30 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\), the functions are atypical. Because we were also unable to measure phase delays at 10.30 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\), these threshold data were excluded from the modeling discussed below.

The S-cone modulation sensitivity data for M.L. are primarily bandpass except for the one measured at the lowest adaptation level at which he could detect modulation (7.21 log quanta s\(^{-1}\) deg\(^{-2}\)). In contrast, the functions for A.S. and L.T.S. are more low pass with a slight inflection at 7.5 Hz (see also right panels). Evidence that this inflection separates a distinct low-pass S-cone chromatic mechanism, which is more sensitive at low frequencies, and a bandpass S-cone luminance or achromatic mechanism, which is more sensitive at middle and high frequencies, was presented in Stockman et al. (1991).

If the modulation sensitivities remain constant as the light level is increased, then Weber’s law (\(\Delta I/I = k\)) holds. In general, Weber’s law behavior is found at lower frequencies at intermediate radiances and at all frequencies at the highest radiances below the saturating level. Between the two highest levels, modulation sensitivity falls at some frequencies, which is consistent with saturation. Saturation under comparable conditions has
been reported before (Mollon & Polden, 1977; Stockman & Plummer, 1998; Stromeyer et al., 1979).

A helpful way of visualizing the modulation sensitivity data is to plot them as threshold amplitudes ($I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}$), as shown in the right-hand panels of Figures 1, 2, and 3 for A.S., L.T.S., and M.L., respectively. This type of plot helps highlight those levels between which the change in background has no effect on the threshold amplitude (i.e., when $\Delta I = k$). Such behavior is known as high-frequency linearity. In contrast to the M-cone data (Stockman et al., 2006), which could be measured at much higher adaptation levels, there is no direct evidence for high-frequency linearity in our S-cone measurements because none of the data merge at higher frequencies. This difference is due mainly to the temporal acuity for S-cone-detected flicker being much lower than that for L- or M-cone-detected flicker (e.g., Brindley, Du Croz, & Rushton, 1966).

Despite the substantial differences between the shapes of the sensitivity curves for the three subjects, the changes in sensitivity between adaptation levels can be accounted for by the same model (see Figure 4).

**S-cone monocular phase lags**

The upper left panels of Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the relative phase delays between S-cone and L/M-cone flicker for A.S., L.T.S., and M.L., respectively. As noted above, the radiances of the long-wavelength background and target were held constant as the radiance of the 440-nm target was increased. Relative to the L/M-cone signals, the S-cone signals speed up substantially with adaptation. At 10 Hz, for example, the signal advances by nearly 180° between 6.79 and 9.70 log quanta (or, in time, by 50 ms).

Owing to the presence of the intense orange background, the M- or L-cones are always more light-adapted than the S-cones. Consequently, the S-cone signals are always slower than the M-cone signals so that the S-cone phase delays increase with frequency. In addition to differential cone adaptation, the phase delays might also arise because the S-cone signal is subject to more postreceptoral filtering (see below). An unusual feature of the S-cone phase delays is that they extrapolate toward $-180^\circ$ at 0 Hz rather than toward $0^\circ$, which indicates that the sign of the S-cone signal is inverted with respect to the sign of the M-cone signal (Lee & Stromeyer, 1989; Stockman et al., 1987, 1991).

Notice that there are several examples of S-cone phase delays that are measurable, even though the S-cone modulation is below threshold. A particular example is the lowest level of 6.79 log quanta s$^{-1}$ deg$^{-2}$ for M.L. Other examples for all three observers include phase delays that can be set above the S-cone CFF. Under optimal conditions, S-cone and L- or M-cone flicker...
interactions can be seen at frequencies as high as 40 Hz (Stockman et al., 1993). The phase delays shown here are consistent with comparable data obtained by Stockman et al. (1991).

Light adaptation models

Having both phase delay and amplitude data allows us to better constrain and test models of human light adaptation because any candidate model must simultaneously account for both types of data. Our goal in this article, as in our previous article on M-cone adaptation (Stockman et al., 2006), is to find a simple, mainly descriptive model of adaptation that requires just one or two adaptation-dependent parameters.

The amplitude and phase delay data for all three subjects show frequency-dependent changes that are broadly consistent with a speeding up of the visual response and a shortening of the visual integration time. Accordingly, we first take the classic approach of modeling the changes by shortening the time constants (\( \tau \)) of one or more (\( n \)) cascaded leaky integrating stages (or buffered RC circuits; see, e.g., Watson, 1986). This approach remains relevant in the context of cascaded molecular processes because a leaky integrator is comparable to a first-order biochemical reaction. The formula for the amplitude response, \( A(f) \), of \( n \) cascaded leaky integrators is

\[
A(f) = e^n \left[ (2\pi f \tau)^2 + 1 \right]^{\frac{1}{2}},
\]

(1)

and for the phase response, \( P(f) \), the formula is

\[
P(f) = n \tan^{-1}(2\pi f \tau),
\]

(2)

where \( f \) is the frequency in cycles per second (hertz) and \( \tau \) is the time constant in seconds. When the frequency, \( f \), is high relative to \( 1/(2\pi \tau) \) (the so-called cutoff or corner frequency of a filter in hertz), the amplitude and phase are independent of changes in the time constant. Thus, a cascade obeys what is termed “high-frequency linearity.” By contrast, when the frequency is low, the loss of sensitivity is proportional to the shortening of the time constant raised to the power of the number of integrators. Therefore, a cascade that obeys high-frequency linearity can, in principle, also obey Weber’s law, if the change in time constants is appropriately matched to the increase in luminance.

Our phase delay measurements are relative data; thus, we must apply our modeling to the changes in phase delay and the changes in threshold amplitude between the
Figure 4. Simultaneous fits of either the one-adaptation-dependent-parameter model (dashed lines) or the two-adaptation-dependent-parameter model (continuous lines) to the amplitude differences (symbols, upper row) and phase delay differences (symbols, lower row) between successive levels for A.S. (left column), L.T.S. (middle column), and M.L. (right column). The levels are noted in the key; the same color code is used for the symbols and for the model predictions.

In optimizing the model parameters, the time constants of each of the \( n \) filters were varied simultaneously, thus altering the threshold amplitudes according to Equation 1 and the phase delays according to Equation 2. Allowing the time constants of each filter to vary independently did not significantly improve the predictions. The phase and amplitude data were weighted so that their influence was approximately equal (otherwise, one set of data or the other set would dominate). When \( n \) was allowed to take on noninteger values, the best fitting models for the subjects were \( n = 1.61 \) (A.S.), \( n = 2.98 \) (L.T.S.), and \( n = 3.67 \) (M.L.). On the basis of these preliminary fits, we have chosen \( n = 3 \), which is also consistent with our M-cone article. We emphasize, however, that \( n \) is poorly constrained by the fit because increases in \( n \) can be offset by decreases in \( \tau \) and vice versa. The time constants of fits for \( n = 2, 3, \) and 4 are compared in the Discussion section.

The model fits for three leaky integrators are shown by the dashed lines, which are color coded in the same way as the symbols. As can be seen, the model based on only filters does a fairly good job of accounting for the changes in amplitude thresholds and phase delays with adaptation for L.T.S. and M.L., but there are clear discrepancies for A.S. Relative to the null model that there is no change in amplitude or phase between levels (i.e., that all the values in Figure 4 are zero), the model accounts for 96.05% of the threshold amplitude and 87.12% of the phase variance for A.S., 98.96% of the threshold amplitude and 95.51% of the phase variance for L.T.S., and 96.25% of the threshold amplitude and 91.01% of the phase variance for M.L. Relative to the mean of each set of data, the model accounts for 70.60% of the threshold amplitude and only 25.51% of the phase variance for A.S., 89.65% of the threshold amplitude and 77.16% of the phase variance for L.T.S., and 74.40% of the threshold amplitude and 50.65% of the phase variance for M.L. In general, the model predictions are good, except for the phase predictions for A.S. and M.L. However, given that this model has just a single adaptation-dependent parameter, the predictions are impressive.

We next tried to improve the model predictions, as we did when modeling our M-cone data (Stockman et al., 2006), by adding an extra adaptation-dependent parameter to the model. A biologically plausible addition, certainly in terms of the molecular mechanisms described above, is to allow a frequency-independent “turning up or down” of...
the visual response by multiplicatively scaling the amplitude thresholds (i.e., by shifting the logarithmic functions threshold amplitude functions vertically without changing their shape) while leaving the phase delays unaffected. The two-adaptation-dependent-parameter model fits are shown by the continuous lines in Figure 4, which are again color coded in the same way as the symbols. The predictions are better for all three subjects, particularly for A.S. Relative to the null model that there is no change in amplitude or phase between levels, the two-parameter model accounts for 98.11% of the threshold amplitude and 97.49% of the phase variance for A.S., 99.51% of the threshold amplitude and 96.65% of the phase variance for L.T.S., and 98.06% of the threshold amplitude and 92.49% of the phase variance for M.L. Relative to the mean of each set of data, the model accounts for 85.94% of the threshold amplitude and 85.51% of the phase variance for A.S., 95.10% of the threshold amplitude and 82.96% of the phase variance for L.T.S., and 86.76% of the threshold amplitude and 58.76% of the phase variance for M.L.

Figure 5 shows how the two adaptation-dependent parameters of the model depend upon the radiance of the 440-nm target for A.S. (gray triangles), L.T.S. (open squares), and M.L. (filled circles). The upper panel shows the time constants of each of the three filters, and the lower panel shows the cumulative changes in sensitivity scaling. The parameters for A.S. and M.L. exhibit a similar adaptation dependence, except for the change in scaling between the two highest levels. Between those levels, A.S. shows a marked loss in sensitivity, whereas M.L. shows a gain. We suspect that this difference arises because the saturation of the S-cone signal, as well as the associated loss in S-cone sensitivity, begins at the lower level of 9.80 for A.S. but not for M.L. The parameters for L.T.S. show a similar adaptation dependence to those for A.S. and M.L., except that L.T.S. is about 0.45 log unit less sensitive to the 440-nm target than either A.S. or M.L. This difference is probably due to prereceptoral filtering (e.g., the lens pigment density) at 440 nm being greater in the oldest subject, L.T.S. The gray dashed lines in Figure 5 show the unshifted parameters for L.T.S., whereas the open squares show the parameters shifted along the log radiance scale by 0.45 log unit. After applying the shift, the parameters for all three subjects are fairly consistent. We conclude, therefore, that the mechanisms of S-cone adaptation in these three subjects are similar.

S-cone binocular phase lags

In our previous article wherein we investigated light adaptation (Stockman et al., 2006), we measured M-cone phase delays binocularly in protanopic observers. In this article, we measured S-cone phase delays relative to L/M-cone reference flicker monocularly in normal observers and in one protanope from the previous study. Monocular settings are much easier to make than binocular ones. Nevertheless, in one subject (L.T.S.), we measured S-cone phase delays monocularly and binocularly relative to S-cone reference flicker in the other eye. Binocular S-cone measures provide a useful control because they do not depend on interactions with L/M-cone signals in a common pathway, which we assume to be the luminance pathway (see above).

Binocular phase measurements depend on the well-established observation that binocular flicker is phase dependent and that different phases of flicker in both eyes can destructively interfere (e.g., Baker, 1952a, 1952b, 1952c, 1952d; Baker & Bott, 1951; Cavonius, 1979; Cavonius & Estévez, 1980; Ireland, 1951; Perrin, 1954; Sherrington, 1906; Thomas, 1954, 1955, 1956). As far as we are aware, binocular S-cone phase delays have not been measured before.

The binocular phase delays are shown as large colored symbols in Figure 6. They are restricted to lower frequencies than the monocular measurements, presumably because filtering prior to the cortical site of binocular cancellation limits the high-frequency signal that reaches the cancellation site. The binocular phase delays in the right eye were measured relative to the 8.80 log quanta s⁻¹ deg⁻² level in the left eye. As expected, those...
The combination of amplitude and phase data presented here allow us to better constrain models of steady-state light adaptation than what has previously been possible with psychophysical data. Like the M-cone data reported in our companion article, most of the variance in the S-cone data can be accounted for by a simple model with two adaptation-dependent parameters, which combines shortening time constants and sensitivity scaling.

The shortening integration time at lower levels and the decreasing sensitivity at higher levels are both in accord with other models of light adaptation (for reviews, see Graham & Hood, 1992; Hood, 1998; Hood & Finkelstein, 1986; MacLeod, 1978; Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984). By contrast, the increase in overall sensitivity found at lower levels is counter to conventional psychophysical wisdom because adaptation is assumed to decrease sensitivity as the light level rises. The need for sensitivity increases becomes clear, however, when the perspective is changed to the molecular level (for reviews, see Arshavsky, Lamb, & Pugh, 2002; Burns & Baylor, 2001; Fain, Matthews, Cornwall, & Koutalos, 2001; Perlman & Normann, 1998; Pugh & Lamb, 2000; Pugh, Nikonov, & Lamb, 1999).

Molecular mechanisms of adaptation

For simplicity, we group the molecular mechanisms into three categories according to their likely gross overall effects on psychophysical measurements. Into the first category (A), we place mechanisms that are likely to speed up the visual response and shorten the visual integration time. Potential mechanisms are (i) the increase in the rate of cGMP hydrolysis mediated by light-induced rise in the concentration of PDE6* (Hodgkin & Nunn, 1988; Nikonov, Engheta, & Pugh, 1998) and (ii) the decrease in the lifetime of R* mediated by RK (Fain, Lamb, Matthews, & Murphy, 1989; Gray-Keller & Detwiler, 1996; Matthews, 1996, 1997; Murnick & Lamb, 1996; Torre, Matthews, & Lamb, 1986; Whitlock & Lamb, 1999). Into the second category (B), we place mechanisms that are likely to reduce overall sensitivity independently of temporal frequency and which are likely to have little effect on phase delay. Potential mechanisms are (i) pigment bleaching (e.g., Boynton & Whitten, 1970; Burkhardt, 1994; Hecht, 1937) and (ii) response compression caused by the availability of fewer CNG channels as the light level increases (Baylor & Hodgkin, 1974; Dowling & Ripps, 1970; Matthews, Murphy, Fain, & Lamb, 1988). Lastly, in the third category (C), we place mechanisms that are likely to increase overall sensitivity in a way that does not depend on temporal frequency and probably have little effect on phase delay. Potential mechanisms are (i) the increase in the rate of cGMP synthesis mediated by GC (Hodgkin & Nunn, 1988; Koutalos, Nakatani, Tamura, & Yau, 1995; Koutalos, Nakatani, & Yau, 1995; Koutalos & Yau, 1996; Polans, Baehr, & Palczewski, 1996; Pugh, Duda, Sitaramayya, & Sharma, 1997; Tamura, Nakatani, & Yau, 1991) and (ii)
the decrease in $K_{1/2}$ (the half-activation concentration) for cGMP, opening the CNG channels, which has the effect of making more channels available (Bauer, 1996; Chen et al., 1994; Grunwald, Yu, Yu, & Yau, 1998; Hsu & Molday, 1993, 1994; Rebrik & Korenbrot, 1998, 2004; Weitz et al., 1998).

When so categorized, the need for molecular mechanisms that increase sensitivity is clear. They are essential processes that act to restore depleted messenger molecules and increase the availability of limited ion channels. Without these processes, the visual response would quickly saturate as the molecules or channels run out. Their prevalence at the molecular level means that their signature should be apparent in these psychophysical S-cone data— as they are in M-cone data (Stockman et al., 2006).

S-cone model and the link to molecular mechanisms

Figure 7 shows the final form of the model based on the psychophysical data—with some embellishments. The first parameter of the model is the time constant of the three leaky integrators (A), which shorten together with adaptation (upper panel, Figure 5). The second parameter is multiplicative scaling (lower panel, Figure 5), which we have subdivided into scaling that reduces sensitivity (B) and scaling that increases sensitivity (C). Scaling that reduces sensitivity has been further subdivided into photopigment depletion (B_1), response compression (B_2), and other neural factors (B_3). Over the range of the S-cone measurements presented here, B_1 plays a minimal role. Although direct evidence about S-cone bleaching is unavailable, we estimate the 440-nm radiance at which half the S-cone photopigment is bleached to be approximately 10.70 log quanta s^{-1} deg^{-2}, which is well above the highest level used for modeling. This estimate is based on M- and L-cone half-bleaching estimates of 4.30 log td (Rushton & Henry, 1968) and assumes mean filtering by prereceptoral filters at 440 nm (Stockman & Sharpe, 2000). For completeness, sensitivity scaling owing to response compression has been added as a separate element in the model (B_2). However, its effects, if any, cannot be distinguished in our data from those of other neural factors (B_3).

Each stage of the model can be loosely linked to the molecular processes just described. We can link the shortening time constants of the three filters to the two molecular mechanisms in Category A. As noted above, however, the number of filters is poorly constrained by the model fits. Thus, we cannot tell from our data whether only two molecular mechanisms might alone suffice to account for our data or whether other (as yet unknown) processes of receptor or postreceptoral adaptation are also required.

From a psychophysical perspective, the most unexpected aspect of the model is that some scaling actually increases sensitivity. As can be seen in Figure 5, this reaches a cumulative gain in sensitivity of approximately 0.65, 0.91, and 1.25 log units for A.S., L.T.S., and M.L., respectively. We link these effects to the two molecular mechanisms noted under Category C. We note that the sensitivity gains due to these factors could be larger than model predictions because the gains could be offset by increases in scaling from Category B mechanisms, such as response compression caused by a reduction in open CNG channels. Postreceptoral response compression probably plays a role in S-cone saturation at the highest adaptation levels (e.g., Pugh & Mollon, 1979).

We acknowledge the many previous attempts to model light adaptation, several of which incorporate some or all of the elements used in our model. These are discussed in our earlier article (Stockman et al., 2006) or in several excellent reviews on the topic (e.g., Graham & Hood, 1992; Hood, 1998; Hood & Finkelstein, 1986; MacLeod, 1978; Shapley & Enroth-Cugell, 1984). In the context of this article, there is great potential in a class of model that accounts for physiological and electroretinographic data by mathematically simulating the individual molecular steps in the rod or cone phototransduction cascade (e.g., Hamer, Nicholas, Tranchina, Lamb, & Jarvinen, 2005; Tranchina, Sneyd, & Cadenas, 1991; van Hateren, 2005). Although much more complex and detailed than the psychophysical model presented here, the molecular simulations should, at some level, be consistent with our psychophysical data.

Time constants and the number of filters

One limitation of the model is that it is difficult to determine unequivocally both the number of filters ($n$) and
the time constant of each filter (τ) because the two parameters interact in the model fits: An increase in one parameter can partially offset a decrease in the other (Stockman et al., 2006). We can illustrate the relationship between the two by comparing versions of the two-parameter model with different values of n. Figure 8 shows the best fitting values of τ for n = 2 (open inverted triangles), n = 3 (filled diamonds), and n = 4 (open triangles) filters for A.S. (upper panel), L.T.S. (middle panel), and M.L. (lower panel) plotted in double-logarithmic coordinates, which, with the exception of n = 2 for L.T.S., account for the data plausibly well. As for the M-cone adaptation data and model (Stockman et al., 2006), the relationship between log(τ) and log luminance is approximately linear. Least squares linear regression provides the following estimates of the slopes: −0.73, −0.38, and −0.27 for n = 2, 3, and 4, respectively, for A.S.; −0.67, −0.37, and −0.27 for L.T.S.; and −0.68, −0.51, and −0.34 for M.L.

We note that the fits to the data for n = 2 are problematical at the highest radiances. This arises because the time constants for n = 2 at approximately 9.80 log quanta s⁻¹ deg⁻² are so short that the effect of varying them is similar to the effect of sensitivity scaling (over the visible range of frequencies). Thus, the two parameters can offset each other implausibly to account for small discrepancies in the data. The time constant for L.T.S. for n = 2 at 9.80 log quanta s⁻¹ deg⁻² is shorter (0.39 ms) than might be expected from the other fits, whereas that for M.L. is so implausibly short (0.06 ms) that it was neither included in Figure 8 nor used to obtain the slope estimate. This problem aside, the mean slopes across n for S-cone adaptation are −1.23/n for A.S., −1.18/n for L.T.S., and −1.40/n for M.L. These slopes provide an approximate general solution for how yoked time constants shorten with light adaptation for different values of n. They compare well with mean slopes for M-cone adaptation of −1.37/n for M.L. and −1.21/n for M.M. (Stockman et al., 2006).

Reconstructions of the amplitude thresholds and phase delays

The model fits shown in Figure 4 summarize the model predictions for the relative amplitude and phase differences. It is instructive to use the model to reconstruct the original data. Such reconstructions are shown in Figure 9 for A.S. (top panels), L.T.S. (middle panels), and M.L. (bottom panels). The reconstructions were achieved in three steps. First, the model was used to adjust each set of phase and amplitude data back to the same level of 9.80 log quanta s⁻¹ deg⁻². Second, mean smoothed templates were derived separately for all the amplitude and phase data adjusted to the 9.80 level using a curve discovery program (TableCurve 2D, Jandel). Finally, the model predictions were used to adjust the smoothed templates for 9.80 log quanta s⁻¹ deg⁻² back to each of the intensity levels. The templates adjusted for each level are shown as continuous lines in Figure 9. We attach no special significance to formulae for the template functions, which are not given.

The errors in the reconstruction are cumulative; hence, they should get worse as the level is decreased from 9.80 log quanta s⁻¹ deg⁻². Although there are some discrepancies, the templates describe the data remarkably well over the entire range of levels.
Figure 9. Logarithmic threshold amplitudes (symbols, left panels) and phase delays (symbols, right panels) for A.S. (top), L.T.S. (middle), and M.L. (bottom) and predictions of the two-parameter model reconstructed according to details in the text (solid lines). For key, see Figures 2, 3, and 4.
S-cone and M-cone model parameters compared

The protanopic observer M.L. was also the primary subject in our companion study of M-cone adaptation, for which the phase delays were measured binocularly. Figure 10 allows us to compare the model parameters for M.L. for M-cone (small filled circles) and S-cone (large open circles) adaptation. If the adaptation of the S- and M-cones and their respective pathways are mediated by the same underlying mechanisms, then the same model should account for both sets of data, differing only by a cone-specific scaling factor that reflects the difference in cone quantum catches resulting from the various targets and backgrounds. The M-cone parameters shown in Figure 10 have been shifted horizontally to align with the S-cone parameters. To interpret the shifts, we converted the S- and M-cone adaptation levels into equivalent quanta at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) (541 nm for the M-cones and 441 nm for the S-cones) using the Stockman and Sharpe (2000) cone fundamentals. The abscissa is correct for S-cone quanta at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \). The M-cone parameters have been horizontally shifted rightward by 0.10 log unit, which suggests that the M-cones are 0.10 log unit more sensitive at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) than the S-cones. However, after taking into account the effects of filtering by the lens (c. 0.24 log unit more dense at 441 nm compared with 541 nm; see Table 1 of Stockman & Sharpe, 2000) and macular pigment (c. 0.29 log unit more dense at 441 nm for a 2° target; see Table 1 of Stockman & Sharpe, 2000, so that a lesser value of approximately 0.15 log unit might be reasonable for 4°, given that the density of the macular pigment decreases with eccentricity), the S-cones are actually approximately 0.29 log unit more sensitive to quanta at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \) than the M-cones. Such a difference might be consistent with the S-cones being, on average, larger than the M-cones over the 4° central area (e.g., Curcio et al., 1991) and, therefore, having a larger photon collecting aperture.

In summary, although the S-cone measurements are, of necessity, restricted to levels below S-cone saturation, in the region of overlap, the agreement, after allowing for M- and S-cone sensitivity differences at \( \lambda_{\text{max}} \), is remarkable. Thus, we conclude that the mechanisms of S- and M-cone adaptation in M.L. are similar, regardless of the details of our model. This correspondence strongly implies that the primary mechanisms of S- and M-cone adaptation must be in the S- and M-cone photoreceptors themselves, which are similar in biochemistry and physiology but not in their postreceptoral pathways (e.g., Dacey & Lee, 1994; Klug, Herr, Ngo, Sterling, & Schein, 2003; Kolb, Goede, Roberts, McDermott, & Gouras, 1997; Schein, Sterling, Ngo, Huang, & Herr, 2004).

Conclusions

The effects of light adaptation on both the S- and the M-cone responses can be accounted for by the same simple model, which is made up of a cascade of approximately three leaky integrators, the time constants of which shorten together with adaptation, and frequency-independent sensitivity scaling. Remarkably, the model requires just two adaptation-dependent parameters to account for the adaptation of the S-cones over 3 log units and of the M-cones over 5 log units.
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